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Lindr empresa Checa líder en su sector y con más de 14 años de experiencia 
a sus espaldas como fabricante de sistemas de dispensación y refrigeración de 
cerveza.
 

Tras años de constante investigación, mejoras en sus diseños actuales así como 
en el rendimiento de sus máquinas y la constante incorporación de novedades, 
Lindr cuenta con una amplia gama de productos capaces de satisfacer las 
necesidades y exigencias más estrictas del consumidor. Además cuentan con 
certificaciones de la CE en lo que respecta a normas de higiene; lo que garantiza 
una alta calidad, fiabilidad y durabilidad de todos y cada uno de sus productos.

Gracias al gran equilibrio entre rendimiento, calidad, facilidad de uso y diseño, 
junto a su relación con un precio muy competitivo, Lindr es una empresa de éxito 
no sólo en Rep. Checa pero también a lo largo y ancho de Europa y cada vez 
más en EEUU y resto de mercados mundiales.

Lindr diseña y desarrolla sus propios productos, 
tanto a nivel técnico como su diseño único. Se utilizan 
materiales de primerísima calidad que cumplen con 
los estándares y normativas más exigentes para 
conseguir un producto original y de la mejor calidad.

DESIGN

DESIGN

DESIGN

Již od svého vzniku si firma Lindr razí 
vlastní cestu s vlastními originálními 
výrobky, jak po stránce technické, 
tak také po stránce vlastního neza-
měnitelného designu. Použitím kva-
litní leštěné nerez oceli s kombinací 
přírodního tvrdého dřeva v luxusní 
oblasti výčepní techniky vznikají 
zcela originální a nestárnoucí detai-
ly.

Since the beginning , Lindr has been 
going its own way with its own orig-
inal product, both on the technical 
side and its irreplaceable unique  
design. Using a high quality pol-
ished stainless steel in combination 
with natural hardwood leads to en-
tirely original and ageless details.

Bereits seit der Entstehung bahnt 
sich die Firma Lindr ihren eigenen 
Weg durch Originalerzeugnisse, so-
wohl in der technischer Hinsicht, als  
auch hinsichtlich des sehr eigenen 
und unverwechselbaren Designs. 
Aufgrund der Verwendung von 
hochwertigem geschleiftem Stahl  
in Kombination mit Natürlichem  
Hartholz  entstehen  im Bereich  der  
Schanktechnik Originale und alte-
rungsbeständige Details.

119 EN
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The PYGMY 25 beer cooler is 
slightly bigger than the PYGMY 20, 
and is designed for professional 
cooling and dispensing of excellent 
chilled beer for domestic use, 
garden parties or smaller events.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 20-30l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 2-4 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
The PYGMY 25 has a directly cooled 
tap.

LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with7 different settings.
A grab handle on top of the machine enables the machine to 
be carried and moved with ease.
PYGMY coolers have been recognised by experts as the beer 
coolers up to 30l/h. with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
PYGMY 25
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The PYGMY 25 beer cooler is 
slightly bigger than the PYGMY 20, 
and is designed for professional 
cooling and dispensing of excellent 
chilled beer for domestic use, 
garden parties or smaller events.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 20-30l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 2-4 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
The PYGMY 25 has a directly cooled 
tap.

LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with7 different settings.
A grab handle on top of the machine enables the machine to 
be carried and moved with ease.
PYGMY coolers have been recognised by experts as the beer 
coolers up to 30l/h. with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
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The PYGMY 25/K EXCLUSIVE cooler 
with an inbuilt air compressor is 
designed for professional cooling 
and dispensing of excellent chilled 
beer for domestic use and smaller 
garden parties.
Coolers from the EXCLUSIVE series 
are the showcase of unprecedented 
elegance. The handle suitable for 
the transportation is retractable, 
all control elements are hidden at 
the back of the cooler, the sides are 
smooth without any ventilation 
grids and a new handle fits 
perfectly into the modern concept. 
Luxurious appearance highlights the 
illuminated front panel.
The performance of 20-25 l/h and 
its small dimensions 180x300x345 
mm put this cooler at the top among 

domestic over counter portable coolers. PYGMY 25/K EXCLUSIVE 
has a continuous cooling performance of 20-25 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum energy 
usage and excellent chilled beer.
The thermo block with its high energy capacity is ready to dispense 
perfectly chilled beer within 2-4 minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on. If the thermostat is set up to the max., the thermo 
block can accumulate a large amount of energy that is used for the 
dispensing of excellent chilled beers in a row.
The time required for the energy accumulation is about 10 min.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its power 
input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give 
a more clean and aesthetic look. The materials used meet the 
highest requirements for hygiene standards and guarantee a long 
working life of this cooler. Pygmy coolers have been recognised 
by experts as the beer coolers up to 25l/h with the best ratio of 
price/performance/quality/dimension.
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The PYGMY 25/K EXCLUSIVE cooler 
with an inbuilt air compressor is 
designed for professional cooling 
and dispensing of excellent chilled 
beer for domestic use and smaller 
garden parties.
Coolers from the EXCLUSIVE series 
are the showcase of unprecedented 
elegance. The handle suitable for 
the transportation is retractable, 
all control elements are hidden at 
the back of the cooler, the sides are 
smooth without any ventilation 
grids and a new handle fits 
perfectly into the modern concept. 
Luxurious appearance highlights the 
illuminated front panel.
The performance of 20-25 l/h and 
its small dimensions 180x300x345 
mm put this cooler at the top among 

domestic over counter portable coolers. PYGMY 25/K EXCLUSIVE 
has a continuous cooling performance of 20-25 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum energy 
usage and excellent chilled beer.
The thermo block with its high energy capacity is ready to dispense 
perfectly chilled beer within 2-4 minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on. If the thermostat is set up to the max., the thermo 
block can accumulate a large amount of energy that is used for the 
dispensing of excellent chilled beers in a row.
The time required for the energy accumulation is about 10 min.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its power 
input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give 
a more clean and aesthetic look. The materials used meet the 
highest requirements for hygiene standards and guarantee a long 
working life of this cooler. Pygmy coolers have been recognised 
by experts as the beer coolers up to 25l/h with the best ratio of 
price/performance/quality/dimension.
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Overcounter beer cooler
PYGMY 25/K EXCLUSIVE
- 1 tap NEW DESIGN
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Pygmy 25/k Exclusive Precio compra
515,17€

*Compresor automático, 2,8 - 3,2 BAR

*Compresor automático, presión 2,8 - 3,2 BAR

  Pygmy 25: Modelo sin compresor

ALTERNATIVA Precio compra 
338,93 €
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The PYGMY 25/K EXCLUSIVE cooler 
with an inbuilt air compressor is 
designed for professional cooling 
and dispensing of excellent chilled 
beer for domestic use and smaller 
garden parties.
Coolers from the EXCLUSIVE series 
are the showcase of unprecedented 
elegance. The handle suitable for 
the transportation is retractable, 
all control elements are hidden at 
the back of the cooler, the sides are 
smooth without any ventilation 
grids and a new handle fits 
perfectly into the modern concept. 
Luxurious appearance highlights the 
illuminated front panel.
The performance of 20-25 l/h and 
its small dimensions 180x300x345 
mm put this cooler at the top among 

domestic over counter portable coolers. PYGMY 25/K EXCLUSIVE 
has a continuous cooling performance of 20-25 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum energy 
usage and excellent chilled beer.
The thermo block with its high energy capacity is ready to 
dispense perfectly chilled beer within 2-4 minutes after the 
cooler has been switched on. If the thermostat is set up to the 
max., the thermo block can accumulate a large amount of energy 
that is used for the dispensing of excellent chilled beers in a row.
The time required for the energy accumulation is about 10 min.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its power 
input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give 
a more clean and aesthetic look. The materials used meet the 
highest requirements for hygiene standards and guarantee 
a long working life of this cooler. Pygmy coolers have been 
recognised by experts as the beer coolers up to 25l/h with the 
best ratio of price/performance/quality/dimension.
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Pygmy 25/k. Exclusive 2 grifos Precio compra
565,00€

*Compresor automático, presión 2,8 - 3,2 BAR

Pygmy 30/k profi Precio compra
572,04€
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The PYGMY 30/K profi beer 
cooler has a high performance, 
small dimensions and regulated 
air system. It is opening a new 
possibilites in domestic and 
commercial use. It also comes with 
an
inbuilt compressor.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 25-30l/ h 
max. 35l/ h.
This cooler is equipped with 
a completely unique high 
quality system of a quiet inbuilt 
compressor comprising a damper 
and molecule suction air filter.
The pressure is adjustable by the 
screw next to the manometer and 
in the range between 1-3 bars.

The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input 
for direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum 
energy usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready in the thermo block within 
5-8 minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
A grab handle on top of the machine enables the machine to 
be carried and moved with ease.
PYGMY coolers have been recognised by experts as the beer 
coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/quality/
dimension.
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The PYGMY 30/K profi beer 
cooler has a high performance, 
small dimensions and regulated 
air system. It is opening a new 
possibilites in domestic and 
commercial use. It also comes with 
an
inbuilt compressor.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 25-30l/ h 
max. 35l/ h.
This cooler is equipped with 
a completely unique high 
quality system of a quiet inbuilt 
compressor comprising a damper 
and molecule suction air filter.
The pressure is adjustable by the 
screw next to the manometer and 
in the range between 1-3 bars.

The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input 
for direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum 
energy usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready in the thermo block within 
5-8 minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
A grab handle on top of the machine enables the machine to 
be carried and moved with ease.
PYGMY coolers have been recognised by experts as the beer 
coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/quality/
dimension.
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*Compresor manual, presión 1-3 BAR
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Kontakt 40k Precio compra
626,28€
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The KONTAKT 40 has a high 
performance, small dimensions and 
regulated air system. It is opening 
new possibilities in professional 
and commercial use.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling capacity of 35-40l/h, max. 
50l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 5-8 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 
more efficient than its power input.

All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables the machine 
to be carried and moved with ease.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts’ findings 
as the beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.
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*Compresor automático, presión 2,8 - 3,2 BAR

Kontakt 40k 1 grifo Precio compra
498,57€
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performance, small dimensions and 
regulated air system. It is opening 
new possibilities in professional 
and commercial use.
Kontakt 40 / K in this one tap design 
significantly increases performance 
by using 28 m long cooling coil.
This cooler is equipped with a 
completely unique high quality 
system with a quiet inbuilt 
compressor comprising a damper 
and molecule suction air filter.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling capacity of 35-40l/h, Max. 
50l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 

guarantees minimum energy usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready in the thermo block within 
5-8 minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables the machine 
to be carried and moved with ease.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts findings 
as the beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.
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KONTAKT 40/K - 1 tap
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COMPRESSOR
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*Compresor automático, presión 2,8 - 3,2 BAR

  Kontakt 40: Modelo sin compresor

ALTERNATIVA Precio compra
528,84 €
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Kontakt 40/k profi Precio compra
685,00 €
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The KONTAKT 40/K profi has a high 
performance, small dimensions and 
regulated air system. It is opening 
new possibilities in professional 
and commercial use.
This cooler is equipped with a 
completely unique high quality 
system with a quiet inbuilt 
compressor comprising a damper 
and molecule suction air filter.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling capacity of 35-40l/h, max. 
50l/h.
The pressure is adjustable by the 
screw next to the manometer and 
in the range between 1-3 bars.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 

guarantees minimum energy usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready in the thermo block within 
5-8 minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables the machine 
to be carried and moved with ease.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts’ findings 
as the beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
KONTAKT 40/K profi
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*Compresor manual, presión 1-3 BAR

Kontakt 55k Precio compra
985,00 €
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The KONTAKT 55 is a professional 
cooling system which stands out 
from our range of dry contact 
cooling systems for its versatile use 
in the commercial use, breweries or 
larger receptions.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling capacity of 35-40l/h., max. 
50l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 5-8 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 

more efficient than its power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The used materials meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine also includes a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables the machine 
to be carried and moved with ease.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognized by experts as the 
beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.
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The KONTAKT 55 is a professional 
cooling system which stands out 
from our range of dry contact 
cooling systems for its versatile use 
in the commercial use, breweries or 
larger receptions.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling capacity of 35-40l/h., max. 
50l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 5-8 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 

more efficient than its power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The used materials meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine also includes a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables the machine 
to be carried and moved with ease.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognized by experts as the 
beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.
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*Compresor automático, presión 2,8 - 3,2 BAR

  kontakt 55: Modelo sin compresor

ALTERNATIVA Precio compra
794,32 €
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COMPRESSOR

1-3 bar

The KONTAKT 40/K profi has a high 
performance, small dimensions and 
regulated air system. It is opening 
new possibilities in professional 
and commercial use.
This cooler is equipped with a 
completely unique high quality 
system with a quiet inbuilt 
compressor comprising a damper 
and molecule suction air filter.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling capacity of 35-40l/h, max. 
50l/h.
The pressure is adjustable by the 
screw next to the manometer and 
in the range between 1-3 bars.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 

guarantees minimum energy usage.
Excellent chilled beer will be ready in the thermo block within 
5-8 minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
All external construction is made from stainless steel to give a 
more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables the machine 
to be carried and moved with ease.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts’ findings 
as the beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
KONTAKT 40/K profi
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OPTIONS
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Kontakt 70k Precio compra
819,14€
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The KONTAKT 70 is a professional 
cooling unit designed for 
dispensing excellent chilled beer as 
a mobile bar, ideal for professional/ 
commercial purposes and busy 
events.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 60-80l/h, 
max 90l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
The best chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 5-10 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
The cooling technology is 45% 

more efficient than its power input.
The complete external construction is made from stainless 
steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables easier 
manipulation.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts as the 
beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
KONTAKT 70

W

V/ Hz

667

230/50

FITTINGS
5/8

OPTIONS

R134a

Refrigerant
2x

20 EN

490

16

340

30
8

43
6 47
8

65 65

24
6

24
0

INBUILT AIR 
COMPRESSOR

2.7 bar

14.0

2

36.0

YES

3/8

90

The KONTAKT 70/K is a professional 
cooling unit designed for 
dispensing excellent chilled beer as 
a mobile bar, ideal for professional/ 
commercial purposes and busy 
events.
This cooler is equipped with a 
completely unique high quality 
system with a quiet inbuilt 
compressor comprising a damper 
and molecule suction air filter.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 60-80 l/h, 
max. 90 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.

The best chilled beer will be ready in the thermo block within 
5-10 minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
The cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its power 
input.
The complete external construction is made from stainless 
steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables easier 
manipulation.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts as the 
beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
KONTAKT 70/K

W

V/ Hz

735

230/50

FITTINGS
5/8

V/Hz
115/60

V/Hz
220/60

UK

OPTIONS

Kontakt 70/k 1 grifo Precio compra
770,37€INBUILT AIR 

COMPRESSOR
2.7 bar

R134a

Refrigerant
1x

18 EN

28.0

1

35.0

YES

3/8

90

The KONTAKT 70/K is a professional 
cooling unit designed for 
dispensing excellent chilled beer as 
a mobile bar, ideal for professional/ 
commercial purposes and busy 
events.
Kontakt 70/K in this one tap design 
significantly increases performance 
by using 28 m long cooling coil.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 60-80l/h, 
max 90l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
The best chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 5-10 

minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
The cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its power 
input.
The complete external construction is made from stainless 
steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables easier 
manipulation.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts as the 
beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
KONTAKT 70/K - 1 tap

W

V/ Hz

735

230/50
490

16

340

30
8

43
6 47
8

24
6

24
0

FITTINGS
5/8

OPTIONS

INBUILT AIR 
COMPRESSOR

2.7 bar

R134a

Refrigerant
1x

18 EN

28.0

1

35.0

YES

3/8

90

The KONTAKT 70/K is a professional 
cooling unit designed for 
dispensing excellent chilled beer as 
a mobile bar, ideal for professional/ 
commercial purposes and busy 
events.
Kontakt 70/K in this one tap design 
significantly increases performance 
by using 28 m long cooling coil.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 60-80l/h, 
max 90l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
The best chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 5-10 

minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
The cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its power 
input.
The complete external construction is made from stainless 
steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables easier 
manipulation.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts as the 
beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
KONTAKT 70/K - 1 tap

W

V/ Hz

735

230/50
490

16

340

30
8

43
6 47
8

24
6

24
0

FITTINGS
5/8

OPTIONS

*Compresor automático, presión 2,8 - 3,2 BAR

  kontakt 70: Modelo sin compresor

ALTERNATIVA 
Precio compra

695,59 €

*Compresor automático, presión 2,8 - 3,2 BAR
R134a

Refrigerant
2x

19 EN

D
RY CO

N
TACT BEER CO

O
LERS

490

16

340

30
8

43
6 47
8

65 65

24
6

24
0

14.0

2

34.0

NO

3/8

90

The KONTAKT 70 is a professional 
cooling unit designed for 
dispensing excellent chilled beer as 
a mobile bar, ideal for professional/ 
commercial purposes and busy 
events.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 60-80l/h, 
max 90l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
The best chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 5-10 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
The cooling technology is 45% 

more efficient than its power input.
The complete external construction is made from stainless 
steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables easier 
manipulation.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts as the 
beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

Overcounter beer cooler
KONTAKT 70

W

V/ Hz

667

230/50

FITTINGS
5/8

OPTIONS
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Kontakt 115K Green line Precio compra
1.037,54€

2x

21 EN

D
RY CO

N
TACT BEER CO

O
LERS

R290R290

26.0

2

45.2

NO

3/4

140

Overcounter beer cooler
KONTAKT 115

16

380
530

36
8

49
6 53
8

70 70

26
3

26
0

The KONTAKT 115 GREEN LINE is a 
professional cooling unit designed 
for dispensing excellent chilled 
beer as a mobile bar, ideal for 
professional/commercial purposes 
and busy events.
The GREEN LINE cooler series is 
not only environmentally friendly 
thanks to the use of ecological 
refrigerant R-290, but also has a 

20% higher cooling power along with 20% lower electric 
consumption. We have introduced an energy saving system 
in the production, the cooler is made of fully recyclable 
materials and without any polyurethane insulation.
This cooler has a continuous cooling performance of 115-130 
l/h., max 140l/h.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input 
for direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum 
energy usage.
The best chilled beer will be ready in the thermo block within 
5-10 minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
The cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its power 
input.
The complete external construction is made from stainless 
steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine comes with a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
Two grab handles on top of the machine enables easier 
manipulation.
KONTAKT coolers have been recognised by experts as the 
beer coolers with the best ratio of price/performance/
quality/dimension.

W

V/ Hz

1150

230/50

R290

Refrigerant

FITTINGS
5/8

OPTIONS

   Kontakt 115R: 

   Kontakt 115: Modelo sin compresor

Incluye manureductor de CO2

Soudek 30k 
(cromado)

Precio compra
758,38€

R134a

Refrigerant
1x

31 EN

The luxurious SOUDEK 30/K beer 
cooler is designed for professional 
cooling and dispensing of excellent 
chilled beer in professional, 
commercial and home use.
Its decor and aesthetic design of 
high quality processed oak wood 
with stainless steel, makes this 
cooler the perfect accessory for a 
modern restaurant or bar.
This cooler is equipped with a 
completely unique high quality 
system with a quiet inbuilt 
compressor comprising a damper 
and molecule suction air filter.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 25-30l/h, 
max.35l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 

unit uses the power input for direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy usage.
The best chilled beer will be ready in the thermo block within 
3-5 minutes after the cooler has been switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
The complete external construction is made from oak wood 
and stainless steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine also includes a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.

INBUILT AIR
COMPRESSOR

2.7 bar

15.5

1

22.1

YES

1/8

35

Stolní kontaktní chladič piva
SOUDEK 30/K

OAK WOOD

LU
XU

RIO
U

S D
RY CO

O
LERS

W

V/ Hz

426

230/50

ALTERNATIVA 

Precio compra: 1057,50€

 Soudenk 30:
ALTERNATIVA Precio compra 

638,58€

*Compresor automático, presión 2,8 - 3,2 BAR

Precio compra: 917,73€
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Soudek 50K
(cromado)

Precio compra
838,26€

R134a

Refrigerant
2x

32 EN

The luxurious SOUDEK 50 beer 
cooler is designed for professional 
cooling and dispensing of excellent 
chilled beer in professional, 
commercial and home use.
Its decor and aesthetic design of 
high quality processed oak wood 
with stainless steel, makes this 
cooler the perfect accessory for a 
modern restaurant or bar.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 35-40l/h, 
max. 50l/h.
The best chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 3-5 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 
more efficient than its power input.

The complete external construction is made from oak wood 
and stainless steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine also includes a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.

16.5 

2

30.7

NO

1/5

50

Overcounter beer cooler
SOUDEK 50

OAK WOOD

W

V/ Hz

488

230/50

R134a

Refrigerant
2x

32 EN

The luxurious SOUDEK 50 beer 
cooler is designed for professional 
cooling and dispensing of excellent 
chilled beer in professional, 
commercial and home use.
Its decor and aesthetic design of 
high quality processed oak wood 
with stainless steel, makes this 
cooler the perfect accessory for a 
modern restaurant or bar.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 35-40l/h, 
max. 50l/h.
The best chilled beer will be ready 
in the thermo block within 3-5 
minutes after the cooler has been 
switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 
more efficient than its power input.

The complete external construction is made from oak wood 
and stainless steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine also includes a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.

16.5 

2

30.7

NO

1/5

50

Overcounter beer cooler
SOUDEK 50

OAK WOOD

W

V/ Hz

488

230/50

R134a

Refrigerant
1x

The luxurious SOUDEK 1/8 HP beer 
cooler is designed for cooling and 
dispensing of chilled beer at home, 
smaller garden parties or functions.
Its decor and aesthetic design of 
high quality processed oak wood 
with stainless steel, makes this 
cooler the perfect accessory for a 
modern kitchen or bar.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 15-20l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
The best chilled beer will be 
ready in the thermo block within 
3-5  minutes after the cooler has 

been switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
The complete external construction is made from oak wood 
and stainless steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine also includes a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
The Advertising medallion is not a part of the cooler and has 
to be bought separately.

11.5

1

15.2

NO

1/8

20

Overcounter beer cooler
SOUDEK 1/8 HP

OAK WOOD

W

V/ Hz

267

230/50

30 EN

R134a

Refrigerant
1x

The luxurious SOUDEK 1/8 HP beer 
cooler is designed for cooling and 
dispensing of chilled beer at home, 
smaller garden parties or functions.
Its decor and aesthetic design of 
high quality processed oak wood 
with stainless steel, makes this 
cooler the perfect accessory for a 
modern kitchen or bar.
This cooler has a continuous 
cooling performance of 15-20l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
The best chilled beer will be 
ready in the thermo block within 
3-5  minutes after the cooler has 

been switched on.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
The complete external construction is made from oak wood 
and stainless steel to give a more clean and aesthetic look.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
This machine also includes a stainless steel drip tray and an 
adjustable temperature control with 7 different settings.
The Advertising medallion is not a part of the cooler and has 
to be bought separately.

11.5

1

15.2

NO

1/8

20

Overcounter beer cooler
SOUDEK 1/8 HP

OAK WOOD

W

V/ Hz

267

230/50

30 EN

Soudek 1/8 HP Precio compra
554,11 €

 Soudek 50: Modelo sin compresor

ALTERNATIVA 
Precio compra

718,45€ 
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AS-80 (4 serpentines)
fittings incluidos

Precio compra
492,97€

52824

33
0

47
4

49 EN

U
N

D
ERCO

U
N

TER CO
O

LERS

2-4

29.0

7.0

1/4

80

Undercounter beer cooler
AS - 80

8.011.0

The AS-80 beer cooling system is 
designed for professional beverage 
cooling in restaurants, bars and the 
catering industry.
This machine has a pump with 
displacement of 7m, thanks to 
which the cooler may be situated 
in the cellar, keeping the beverage 
chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS-80 has a continuous cooling 
capacity of 50-80 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 
more efficient than its power input.
The cooling coils are made from 

stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
Two grab handles on the side of the machine enables the 
machine to be carried and moved with ease.
The cooler also includes an adjustable temperature control 
with 7 different settings.
The overflow on the side of the cooler is for regulation of the 
capacity of the water tank.
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
AS coolers maintain a leading position among professional 
coolers on the market due to their modern technology and 
performance.

W

V/ Hz

391

230/50

2x       1x

R134a

Refrigerant

V/Hz
115/60

V/Hz
220/60

UK

OPTIONS

Para instalación de 4 grifos

AS-80 (2 serpentines)
fittings incluidos

Precio compra
464,34€

Para instalación de 2 grifos

52824

33
0

47
4

49 EN

U
N

D
ERCO

U
N

TER CO
O

LERS

2-4

29.0

7.0

1/4

80

Undercounter beer cooler
AS - 80

8.011.0

The AS-80 beer cooling system is 
designed for professional beverage 
cooling in restaurants, bars and the 
catering industry.
This machine has a pump with 
displacement of 7m, thanks to 
which the cooler may be situated 
in the cellar, keeping the beverage 
chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS-80 has a continuous cooling 
capacity of 50-80 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 
more efficient than its power input.
The cooling coils are made from 

stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
Two grab handles on the side of the machine enables the 
machine to be carried and moved with ease.
The cooler also includes an adjustable temperature control 
with 7 different settings.
The overflow on the side of the cooler is for regulation of the 
capacity of the water tank.
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
AS coolers maintain a leading position among professional 
coolers on the market due to their modern technology and 
performance.

W

V/ Hz

391

230/50

2x       1x

R134a

Refrigerant

V/Hz
115/60

V/Hz
220/60

UK

OPTIONS
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AS-110 
fittings incluidos

50 EN

Undercounter beer cooler
AS - 110

The AS-110 beer cooling system is 
designed for professional beverage 
cooling in restaurants, bars and the 
catering industry.
This machine has a pump with 
displacement of 7m, thanks to 
which the cooler may be situated 
in the cellar keeping the beverage 
chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS-110 has a continuous 
cooling capacity of 75-110 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum menergy 
usage.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 
more efficient than its power input.
The cooling coils are made from 

stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
The cooler also includes an adjustable temperature control 
with 7 different settings.
The overflow on the side of the cooler is for regulation of the 
capacity of the water tank.
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
Two grab handles on the side of the machine enables the 
machine to be carried and moved with ease.
AS coolers maintain a leading position among professional 
coolers on the market due to their modern technology and 
performance.

2-6

7.0

3/8

11010-20

W

V/ Hz

667

230/50

11.0 8.014.0

2x 2x 2x

34.0R134a

Refrigerant

V/Hz
115/60

OPTIONS

47
4

42
2

61224

50 EN

Undercounter beer cooler
AS - 110

The AS-110 beer cooling system is 
designed for professional beverage 
cooling in restaurants, bars and the 
catering industry.
This machine has a pump with 
displacement of 7m, thanks to 
which the cooler may be situated 
in the cellar keeping the beverage 
chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS-110 has a continuous 
cooling capacity of 75-110 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling 
unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which 
guarantees minimum menergy 
usage.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% 
more efficient than its power input.
The cooling coils are made from 

stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
The cooler also includes an adjustable temperature control 
with 7 different settings.
The overflow on the side of the cooler is for regulation of the 
capacity of the water tank.
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
Two grab handles on the side of the machine enables the 
machine to be carried and moved with ease.
AS coolers maintain a leading position among professional 
coolers on the market due to their modern technology and 
performance.

2-6

7.0

3/8

11010-20

W

V/ Hz

667

230/50

11.0 8.014.0

2x 2x 2x

34.0R134a

Refrigerant

V/Hz
115/60

OPTIONS

47
4

42
2

61224

51 EN

U
N

D
ERCO

U
N

TER CO
O

LERS

NOVÝ MODEL

2-6

37.0

7.0

3/8

11010-20

45.0

The AS-110 INOX TROPICAL beer 
cooler is designed for professional 
cooling in large restaurants and 
catering facilities.
The AS-110 TROPICAL is designed 
for extreme tropical conditions.
The AS - 110 INOX TROPICAL has 
reinforced insulation 45 mm, even 
at the top cover.
This machine can operate up to 
45 °C of ambient temperature.
This machine has a pump with 
displacement of 7m, thanks to 
which the cooler may be situated 
in the cellar keeping the beverage 
chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS-110 has a cooling capacity 
from 75 - 110 l / hour.
The frame is completely made of 

stainless steel. 
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum energy 
usage and excellent chilled beer.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
Cooling coils are made of stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
AS coolers maintain a leading position among professional 
coolers on the market due to their modern technology and 
performance.

W

V/ Hz

667

230/50

Undercounter beer cooler
AS - 110 INOX TROPICAL

R134a

Refrigerant

48
7

47
9

45
2

64224 11.0 8.014.0

2x 2x 2x

51 EN

U
N

D
ERCO

U
N

TER CO
O

LERS

NOVÝ MODEL

2-6

37.0

7.0

3/8

11010-20

45.0

The AS-110 INOX TROPICAL beer 
cooler is designed for professional 
cooling in large restaurants and 
catering facilities.
The AS-110 TROPICAL is designed 
for extreme tropical conditions.
The AS - 110 INOX TROPICAL has 
reinforced insulation 45 mm, even 
at the top cover.
This machine can operate up to 
45 °C of ambient temperature.
This machine has a pump with 
displacement of 7m, thanks to 
which the cooler may be situated 
in the cellar keeping the beverage 
chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS-110 has a cooling capacity 
from 75 - 110 l / hour.
The frame is completely made of 

stainless steel. 
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input for 
direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum energy 
usage and excellent chilled beer.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
Cooling coils are made of stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
AS coolers maintain a leading position among professional 
coolers on the market due to their modern technology and 
performance.

W

V/ Hz

667

230/50

Undercounter beer cooler
AS - 110 INOX TROPICAL

R134a

Refrigerant

48
7

47
9

45
2

64224 11.0 8.014.0

2x 2x 2x

AS-110 INOX Tropical

Precio compra para instalaciones de:
     - 2 grifos:
     - 4 grifos:
     - 6 grifos:

501,60€
529,55€
567,09€

Precio compra para instalaciones de:
     - 2 grifos:
     - 4 grifos:
     - 6 grifos:

599,64€
848,18€
a consultar

ALTERNATIVA 
Modelo con salida 
directa  de 3 grifos     

Precio compra
740,49€
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AS-200 Green line 
fittings incluidos

54 EN

R290R290

The AS-200 GREEN LINE beer 
cooling system is designed for 
professional beverage cooling 
in large restaurants and in other 
catering industry facilities.
The GREEN LINE cooler series is 
not only environmentally friendly 
thanks to the use of ecological 
refrigerant R-290, but also has a 
20% higher cooling power along 

with 20% lower electric consumption. We have introduce an 
energy saving system in the production, the cooler is made 
of fully recyclable materials and without any polyurethane 
insulation.
This machine has a pump with displacement of 8m, thanks 
to which the cooler may be situated in the cellar keeping the 
beverage chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS-200 GREEN LINE has a continuous cooling capacity of 
140-200 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input 
for direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum 
energy usage.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
The cooling coils are made from stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
The cooler also includes an adjustable temperature control 
with 7 different settings.
The overflow on the side of the cooler is for regulation of the 
capacity of the water tank.
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
Two grab handles on the side of the machine enables the 
machine to be carried and moved with ease.
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The AS-200 GREEN LINE beer 
cooling system is designed for 
professional beverage cooling 
in large restaurants and in other 
catering industry facilities.
The GREEN LINE cooler series is 
not only environmentally friendly 
thanks to the use of ecological 
refrigerant R-290, but also has a 
20% higher cooling power along 

with 20% lower electric consumption. We have introduce an 
energy saving system in the production, the cooler is made 
of fully recyclable materials and without any polyurethane 
insulation.
This machine has a pump with displacement of 8m, thanks 
to which the cooler may be situated in the cellar keeping the 
beverage chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS-200 GREEN LINE has a continuous cooling capacity of 
140-200 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input 
for direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum 
energy usage.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
The cooling coils are made from stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
The cooler also includes an adjustable temperature control 
with 7 different settings.
The overflow on the side of the cooler is for regulation of the 
capacity of the water tank.
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
Two grab handles on the side of the machine enables the 
machine to be carried and moved with ease.
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fittings incluidos 
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The AS-160 GREEN LINE beer 
cooling system is designed for 
professional beverage cooling 
in large restaurants and in other 
catering industry facilities.
The GREEN LINE cooler series is not 
only environmentally friendly thanks 
to the use of ecological refrigerant 
R-290, but also has a 20% higher 
cooling power along with 20% 

lower electric consumption. We have introduced an energy 
saving system in the production, the cooler is made of fully 
recyclable materials and without any polyurethane insulation.
This machine has a pump with displacement of 8m, thanks 
to which the cooler may be situated in the cellar keeping the 
beverage chilled all the way to the tap.
The AS - 160 GREEN LINE has a continuous cooling capacity of 
110 -160 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input 
for direct transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum energy 
usage.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its 
power input.
The cooling coils are made from stainless steel.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a long working life of this cooler.
The cooler also includes an adjustable temperature control with 
7 different settings.
The overflow on the side of the cooler is for regulation of the 
capacity of the water tank.
Simple to use push-in fittings on top of the cooler ensure easy 
connection to the beverage supply.
Two grab handles on the side of the machine enables the machine 
to be carried and moved with ease.
AS coolers maintain a leading position among professional 
coolers on the market due to their modern technology and 
performance.
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Precio compra para instalaciones de:
     - 2 grifos: 660,34€
     - 4 grifos: 688,10€
 
    

    - 6 grifos: 725,63€
     - 8 grifos: 763,18€

Precio compra para instalaciones de:
     - 2 grifos: 745,60€
     - 4 grifos: 776,27€
 
    

    - 6 grifos: 809,30€
     - 8 grifos: 862,80€
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Tower “T” Lindr 2 grifos
En cuerpo de 3 grifos 

86 EN

Number of taps 
 / number of body stands
2                               1 body stand

Specifications:
Stainless steel recooling coil
Stainless steel/variety of color shades
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube
Illuminated advertising
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Dispense tower LINDR
„T2“

Titanium
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Stainless
 steel

Tower “T” Lindr 3 grifos Precio compra
334,65€

87 EN

Titanium

3

6.2

Number of taps 
 / number of body stands
3                               1 body stand

Specifications:
Stainless steel recooling coil
Stainless steel/variety of color shades
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube
Illuminated advertising

Dispense tower LINDR
„T3“

D
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ERS

Stainless
 steel

Precio compra
277,99€
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Tower “T” Lindr 5 grifos 
En cuerpo de 5 grifos

89 EN

Number of taps 
 / number of body stands
5                              1 body stand

Specifications:
Stainless steel recooling coil
Stainless steel/variety of color shades
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube
Illuminated advertising
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89 EN

Number of taps 
 / number of body stands
5                              1 body stand

Specifications:
Stainless steel recooling coil
Stainless steel/variety of color shades
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube
Illuminated advertising
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Precio compra
613,72€

Tower “T” Lindr 4 grifos
En cuerpo de 4 grifos

Precio compra
411,64€

88 EN

Number of taps 
 / number of body stands
4                              1 body stand

Specifications:
Stainless steel recooling coil
Stainless steel/variety of color shades
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube
Illuminated advertising
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88 EN

Number of taps 
 / number of body stands
4                              1 body stand

Specifications:
Stainless steel recooling coil
Stainless steel/variety of color shades
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube
Illuminated advertising
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Precio compra
1.359,60€

CWP 300 Green Line 
Torre móvil de 2 grifos

2x

75 EN

R290R290

The LINDR CWP 300 GREEN LINE 
-mobil water cooler stands out from 
conventional water coolers not only 
because of its design and processing 
quality, but because of the completely 
innovative arrangement of the 
cooling unit using the maximum 
possible power. Construction of the 
CWP 300 GREEN LINE mobile is a 
complete innovation in this category of 

beverage coolers.
The GREEN LINE cooler series is not only environmentally friendly 
thanks to the use of ecological refrigerant R-290, but also has a 
20% higher cooling power along with 20% lower electric 
consumption. We have introduced an energy saving system in 
the production, the cooler is made of fully recyclable materials and 
without any polyurethane insulation.
This machine has a continuous cooling performance of 250-270 l/h., 
max. 300 l/h.
The modern compressor cooling unit uses the power input for direct 
transfer to chilling, which guarantees minimum energy usage.
High-quality and evenly cooled beverage runs without any 
temperature shock in a sufficiently long stainless steel coil. High-
quality chilled beverages will be ready within 8-10 minutes after the 
cooler has been switched on and its temperature can be controlled 
instantly and continuously by using the temperature controller.
The CWP 300 mobile GREEN LINE is equipped with an accompanying 
submersible pump to secure perfect cooling of the beverage right 
up to the tap.
Modern arrangement of the cooling technology guarantees 
simple operation and reduces the time demanded for maintenance 
and servicing and operating cost.
LINDR cooling technology is 45% more efficient than its power 
input.
The materials used meet the highest requirements for hygiene 
standards and guarantee a smooth, quite operation and a long 
working life of this cooler.

Water cooler
CWP 300 mobil

COOLING RIGHT UP 
TO DISPENSE TOWER
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Tower Lindr Naked 1 grifo 
(cromado)

82 EN

1

5.1

Number of taps
1
Specifications:
Stainless steel finish / patinated copper 
/ patinated brass
Stainless steel recirculation coil
Illuminated advertising „taplight“
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube

Dispense tower
„LINDR NAKED“

„taplight“ - fisheye

„oak“

NEW MODEL

„taplight“ - flat

Stainless 
steel

Patinated 
copper

Patinated 
brass

82 EN

1

5.1

Number of taps
1
Specifications:
Stainless steel finish / patinated copper 
/ patinated brass
Stainless steel recirculation coil
Illuminated advertising „taplight“
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube

Dispense tower
„LINDR NAKED“

„taplight“ - fisheye

„oak“

NEW MODEL

„taplight“ - flat

Stainless 
steel

Patinated 
copper

Patinated 
brass

Nota: Otros acabados precio a consultar.

Precio compra
215,56€
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Tower Lindr Naked Cold bridge  
6 grifos cromado

Precio compra
1.047,39€

Tower Lindr Naked One 1 grifo
(cromado)

85 EN
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Dispense tower
„LINDR NAKED COLD BRIDGE“

NEW MODEL
D
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W
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tap LINDR ball tap 

Stainless 
steel

Patinated 
copper

Patinated 
brass

84 EN
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Dispense tower
„LINDR NAKED COLD BRIDGE“

„oak“

„taplight“

NEW MODEL

Number of taps
6 - 8 - 10 -12

Specifications:
Stainless steel finish / patinated copper 
/ patinated brass
original solution for the beer lines recirculation
Stainless steel recirculation coil
Input 8 mm stainless steel tube
choice of taps
selection of tap handles according to customer needs
Illuminated advertising „taplight“

Stainless 
steel

Patinated 
copper

Patinated 
brass

85 EN
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Dispense tower
„LINDR NAKED COLD BRIDGE“
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D
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tap LINDR ball tap 

Stainless 
steel

Patinated 
copper

Patinated 
brass

Nota: Otros acabados precio a consultar.

Precio compra
156,77€

Nota: Otros acabados precio a consultar.
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Tower Lindr Naked Cold bridge 
8 grifos cromado

1 2 3  

4 5 6  

7 8 9

10 11  

1 2 3  

4 5 6  

7 8 9

10 11  

Tiradores de madera Precio compra
12€

1 2 3  

4 5 6  

7 8 9

10 11  

Precio compra
1.300,56€

Nota: Otros acabados precio a consultar.
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Grifo cromado 5/8-35mm 
(caño normal)

Precio compra
49,50€

Cabezal/pinchador tipo A Micromatic Precio compra
46,67€

 5/8-65mm, normal spout

  5/8-55mm, normal spout

100 EN

Specifications:
Stainless steel spout long
Stainless steel spout short
With LINDR logo
Length of screwing  35 - 55 - 65mm / 5/8”

Specifications:
Stainless steel spout long
Stainless steel spout short
With LINDR logo
Length of screwing  35 - 55 - 65mm / 5/8”

DISPENSE TAP
PVD plated with compensator

DISPENSE TAP
chrome plated with compensator

100 EN

Specifications:
Stainless steel spout long
Stainless steel spout short
With LINDR logo
Length of screwing  35 - 55 - 65mm / 5/8”

Specifications:
Stainless steel spout long
Stainless steel spout short
With LINDR logo
Length of screwing  35 - 55 - 65mm / 5/8”

DISPENSE TAP
PVD plated with compensator

DISPENSE TAP
chrome plated with compensator

OTRAS MEDIDAS
Precio compra:
52,50€ 
Precio compra: 
54,50€
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Cabezal/pinchador tipo S Micromatic Precio compra
45,76€

Cabezal/pinchador Keykeg Precio compra
42,50€
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Barril de limpieza 6L Precio compra
70€

Manómetro CO2 
1 línea W21,8 Micromatic

  Manómetro CO2 
  2 líneas W21,8 Micromatic

Nota: 
*Tipo S o A

Precio compra: 57,59€
 

Precio compra:104,94€ 
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Regulador de presión

Tubos y Pythons Precio a consultar

117 EN

JohnGuest
DMFit

Tubes, pythons

Fittings

TA
PS A

N
D

 ACCESSO
RIES

Precio regulador de presión para:         
     - 3 lineas: 128€
     - 4 lineas: 143,10€

 - 5 lineas: 186€
 - 6 lineas: 215,15€€
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Máquina de limpieza SP-80 Precio compra
473,90€

112 EN

V/ Hz
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230 / 50

LINDR cleaning machine is for purifying 
the beverage tubes by the water pressure 
and the air vibration.
The water pressure pump is placed inside 
the machine placed inside the stainless 
steel cabinet.
Regulation of the air suction. 
Reversing of the water flow.
Mechanical-chemical cleaning (with using 
of the cleaning ball and the detergent).
Chemical cleaning (by the detergent).
The handle placed on the top part of the 
cabinet enable easy manipulation.
LINDR cleaning machine is made from 
stainless steel.
The used materials meet the highest 
hygienic norms and they guarantee long 
life of the Lindr cleaning machine .

LINDR cleaning machine
SP 80
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LINDR cleaning machine is for purifying 
the beverage tubes by the water pressure 
and the air vibration.
The water pressure pump is placed inside 
the machine placed inside the stainless 
steel cabinet.
Regulation of the air suction. 
Reversing of the water flow.
Mechanical-chemical cleaning (with using 
of the cleaning ball and the detergent).
Chemical cleaning (by the detergent).
The handle placed on the top part of the 
cabinet enable easy manipulation.
LINDR cleaning machine is made from 
stainless steel.
The used materials meet the highest 
hygienic norms and they guarantee long 
life of the Lindr cleaning machine .

LINDR cleaning machine
SP 80

Mini compresor de aire Precio compra
204,30€

114 EN

V/ Hz

LINDR air mini compressor
VK LINDR 15, 30

22513
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35

Reliable compressor with unique 
design and a surprising performance.
Very small size and minimal weight 
makes this machine easy to handle 
and use.
Continuous regulation of the 
pressure between 0-3 bar, easy 
to operate, simple connection by 
using the JG fitting.

The molecular filter at the suction inlet ensures clean air the 
outlet.
The compressor is available in two models:
The Lindr 15 is a suitable source of pressure for coolers with 
the output up to 40 litres per hour.
The Lindr 30 is a suitable source of pressure for coolers with 
the output up to140 litres per hour.

W
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67

230 / 50

4.2
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V/Hz
115/60 UK
VK LINDR 15 | VK LINDR 30

OPTIONS

114 EN
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LINDR air mini compressor
VK LINDR 15, 30
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Reliable compressor with unique 
design and a surprising performance.
Very small size and minimal weight 
makes this machine easy to handle 
and use.
Continuous regulation of the 
pressure between 0-3 bar, easy 
to operate, simple connection by 
using the JG fitting.

The molecular filter at the suction inlet ensures clean air the 
outlet.
The compressor is available in two models:
The Lindr 15 is a suitable source of pressure for coolers with 
the output up to 40 litres per hour.
The Lindr 30 is a suitable source of pressure for coolers with 
the output up to140 litres per hour.
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115/60 UK
VK LINDR 15 | VK LINDR 30

OPTIONS
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Compresor Leonardo Precio compra
341,38€

112 EN

V/ Hz
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LINDR cleaning machine is for purifying 
the beverage tubes by the water pressure 
and the air vibration.
The water pressure pump is placed inside 
the machine placed inside the stainless 
steel cabinet.
Regulation of the air suction. 
Reversing of the water flow.
Mechanical-chemical cleaning (with using 
of the cleaning ball and the detergent).
Chemical cleaning (by the detergent).
The handle placed on the top part of the 
cabinet enable easy manipulation.
LINDR cleaning machine is made from 
stainless steel.
The used materials meet the highest 
hygienic norms and they guarantee long 
life of the Lindr cleaning machine .

LINDR cleaning machine
SP 80

115 EN

Pressure regulation panel

Levels of regulation
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6

Specifications:
Input 750 W
Pressure control 0 - 8 bar
Output 105 l/min.
Noise level 85 db
Weight 17 kg

Air compressor
LEONARDO
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 ACCESSO
RIES

DATOS PARA FORMALIZAR LA RESERVA
Nombre y apellido o Nombre fiscal de la empresa
DNI o NIF
Dirección fiscal 
Número de teléfono

Condiciones de pago
Prepago en la siguiente cuenta corriente: 
Banc Sabadell Atlàntic: 0081 0376 41 0001204530

Garantía
Nuestros productos disponen de 1 año de garantía. 

Precios sin IVA.  Portes e instalación no incluidos. 

INSTALACIÓN PERSONALIZADA, PREVIO ESTUDIO DE LAS NECESIDADES DEL CLIENTE Y DEL LOCAL.
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